
McLauchlan v Simpsinns Limited and Karen 
Simpson and Malcolm George Simpson (t/a “The 
Old Loans Inn”) 
  
 
In this recent equal pay case, a Glasgow Employment Tribunal found in 
favour of a female head chef. 
 
Ms McLauchlan worked as head chef at the Old Loans Inn in Ayrshire, 
one of a number of venues within the Simpsinns hospitality group.  In 
2013 she became aware that male head chefs working within the 
Simpsinns group were being paid more than her.  Having been unable to 
resolve the matter through a grievance procedure, Ms McLauchlan 
brought an equal pay claim.  
 
Ms McLauchlan named six male comparators, each of whom had been 
employed as a head chef at one of the various Simpsinns venues during 
the period in question.  The venues within the Simpsinns group were 
owned either by a limited company or by a partnership.  It was accepted 
that the two different legal entities were associated employers and that 
common terms applied in respect of those comparators working at 
different establishments.  It was accepted that the named comparators 
were valid comparators in terms of the section 79 of the Equality Act 
2010. 
 
Ms McLauchlan maintained that her comparators were employed to do 
like work.  No material factor defence was pled by the respondent.  By 
the end of the liability hearing, the respondent accepted that Ms 
McLauchlan’s work was the same or broadly similar to that of her 
comparators for much of the period in question.  
 
In considering whether such differences as existed between the work the 
claimant did and the work her comparators did were of practical 
importance in relation to the terms of their respective work, the 
Employment Tribunal had regard to the frequency with which the 
differences occurred in practice and to the nature and extent of the 
differences.  
 
The Tribunal also had regard to the potential factors flagged up in the 
Equality and Human Rights Commission’s Code of Practice on Equal 
Pay such as additional duties, levels of responsibility, skills, the time at 
which the work is done, qualifications, training and physical effort.  For 



much of period in question, the Tribunal concluded that such differences 
that existed were not of practical importance in relation to terms of 
employment.  
 
Following a remedy hearing, the respondent was ordered to pay arrears 
of pay of £30,902.32, together with interest and a sum in respect of the 
shortfall of employer pension contributions.  
 
When the pay differential first came to light, the respondent sought 
initially to justify it by reference to turnover figures in the individual 
establishments.  It became clear that, in taking this approach, the 
respondent had built a structure that sought retrospectively to justify the 
salary differential already in place, rather than assessing the actual work 
carried out.  This did not stand up to scrutiny and highlights the 
importance of ensuring that equal pay audits are prepared properly. 
  
Ewan Mowat is a specialist employment lawyer at AC White Solicitors in 
Ayr – www.acwhiteayr.co.uk. He represented the claimant in this case. 
  
 
 Further information on equal pay is available on our website : 

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/our-work/equal-pay   This 

includes guidance for employers to check whether they currently 

provide equal pay in their organisation – and what to do about it if 

they don’t.  The aim is to help avoid unlawful discrimination that 

could expose organisations to the risk of an equal pay claim.  The 

Commission’s Code of Practice on Equal Pay is available here. 
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